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Maxi-Lift adds to Tiger-CC and HD-STAX bucket lines
Dallas, TX May 9th, 2017: Maxi-Lift Inc., the leading manufacturer of elevator buckets in
North America, is adding depth and versatility to its innovative Tiger-CC and HD-STAX bucket
lines with a new 7-inch projection Tiger CC bucket and 4x3 HD-Stax bucket.
The new 7-inch projection Tiger bucket will add depth to one of Maxi-Lift’s best product
lines and provide more options and value to equipment manufacturers and users. “Maxi-Lift
invented the maximum duty-style elevator bucket two decades ago, an innovation that remains
the best on the market today,” said Bo Fisher, Vice President of Sales for North America.
The Tiger-CC now has 21 available sizes ranging from 10x7 to 28x10 in polyethylene,
nylon and urethane. All Tiger-Tuff buckets, whether the traditional design or the CC style, are
made for high volume/throughput applications that take a toll on wear components in an
elevator. River and rail terminals, export houses, crushing operations and feed facilities will all
benefit.
The Tiger-CC provides longer life, less breakage and more capacity with its strength,
toughness and sheer durability. “The traditional CC shape, coupled with Tiger-Tuff’s very thick
wear surfaces, make it unbeatable,” Fisher said.
HD-STAX utilizes a tapered design that allows for the deep stacking of buckets for the
purpose of reducing storage space and improving shipping economies. The new 4x3 option is
unique for two reasons.
“It has a thicker and wider, three-sided wear lip, which will make this bucket second only to
the Tiger Tuff in durability. Secondly, it is a nesting or ‘stackable bucket”.’ This allows us to
pack up to three times more buckets per box, skid, or container,” said Byron Smith, Vice
President of International Sales.
The three-sided wear lip with thicker corners provides a longer life when used in digging
applications. It is suited for all grain and feed applications and is exclusively offered in white
polyethylene. The HD STAX is now available in sizes ranging from a 4x3 bucket to an 18x8.
In 1996, Maxi-Lift introduced Tiger-Tuff to the marketplace. With millions sold worldwide,
the largest grain, feed, processing, fertilizer and ethanol companies specify Tigers. With more
elevator bucket styles, sizes and materials in stock, Maxi-Lift is the largest elevator bucket
manufacturer in the world. With more than 45 years of experience, the Maxi-Lift brand means
unmatched service, customized solutions, engineered quality and fast delivery.
To obtain quotes or samples for the Tiger-CC or HD-STAX, visit www.maxilift.com or call
800-527-0657.

